## Wellsprings

### What can we Learn from Poullart des Places in 2009?
Eamonn Mulcahy, C.S.Sp.

### Origins of the Spiritan Consecration to the Holy Spirit on May 27, 1703
Christian de Mare, C.S.Sp.

### Poullart des Places and the Reform of the Clergy
Adélio Torres Neiva, C.S.Sp.

## Soundings

### Wealth, Poverty, and Vocation in the Life and Times of Claude-François Poullart des Places
Jotham Parsons, Ph.D.

### Evangelization of Slaves: A Moral Misstep?
Paul Kollman, CSC

### Spiritan Mission to South-East Asia – Ten Years On
Brian McLaughlin, C.S.Sp.

## Education

### Evaluating the Ethos in Our Spiritan Schools and Colleges

### Attentive Listening and Respectful Intervention
*THE SERVOL STORY*
Sister Ruth Montrichard, SJC

### Moments of Revelation on the Spiritan Journey
Fintan Sheerin

## Lived Experience

### Spiritan Mission in the Context of South Africa

### Creole Mission in the Footsteps of Blessed Jacques Desire Laval